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Maya Bankovic maya.bankovic@gmail.com
Re: Thank you
March 17, 2020 at 3:48 PM
Catherine Pantazopoulos lacouleurpoetique@me.com

Hi Catherine!
Wow, thank you for this email! I'm sorry I didn't find it until today. Such a nice letter to receive from you. You know, we wrapped just in
time and I'm so grateful that even if this was the last film I did before needing to take time off in the summer due to all of these
circumstances we're now in I am so, so happy it was this one and alongside you the whole time. What a true pleasure it was shaping
the look of the film beside you the entire way, not being at the camera but really assessing everything together, every detail and not
just the colour, though I appreciate your eye and talent and sensitivity for that so much!! Thank you for always being honest and
discerning about what you think is working artistically and what is not. I really feel like I have an artistic ally in you! You're also a great
friend and confidant and I hope we can do many more important projects together.
Hopefully you're stocked up and relaxing at home. It's a shame that so much of what we were all looking forward to workwise has
gone away but on the other hand it does fill my heart to know that our society is choosing to do the right thing right now collectively.
Hope to see you as soon as this all passes...
Maya
+1 416.577.5027 mayabankovic.com
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On Sun, 15 Mar 2020 at 16:23, Catherine Pantazopoulos <lacouleurpoetique@me.com> wrote:
Dear Maya - talented friend,
You rocked it! Much respect!
You were creative and lit fast - no one had to wait on you ever - and it was beautiful and full of feeling.
Thank you for the work, and thanks for the delicious chocolates! I ate them all yesterday.
Kind regards,
Catherine

